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4: A dynamic field that grows in size on exit,and flows onto a new page
 
This multiline field starts off at a set size, however it will grow on exit if the volume of input exceeds the height of the field. If the height exceeds the page, a new page will be created to accommodate the overflow.  
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Script in enter event of the textfield: 
this.minH = "2.5in"; 
 
Script in exit event of the textfield: 
this.minH = "0.5in"; 
6: A dynamic field that changes size on the enter event
 
This low-height multiline field expands in height on enter, so that the user has a clearer view of what they are typing. On exit the field is set back to a minimum height, to suit the amount of data in the field.  
Introduction to dynamic fields
 
You can control how fields will behave depending on users' interaction with the form. For the most part you can achieve this without scripting. The main settings can be accessed in the Object > Field palette and the Layout palette. You can extend the dynamic features with script but it is not essential. 
 
Explore the textfields we have used in this form. The first two textfields are static. The remainder have various dynamic features, which you can use in your forms.  
 
When designing a form you will set most of the object features in the Object, Layout, Border and Accessibility palettes. You can look at each of these palettes, by clicking on the tabs of the image to the right. 
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1: Some static fields
 
These fields allow text input, but will not expand once they are full.  
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2: Some static fields that allow an infinite amount of input - well nearly ;-)
 
These multiline fields allow input to extend beyond the normal limit. The field on the left indicates the overflow by a '+' sign. The field on the right decreases the font as more information is inputted (limited value). 
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3: A dynamic field that grows in size on exit, if required
 
This multiline field starts off at a set size, however it will grow on exit if the volume of input exceeds the height of the field. The field grows down only. You can set a field to expand to the right, but this is of limited use. 
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5: A dynamic field that changes size on prePrint and postPrint events
 
This multiline field remains the original size on exit, however it will grow on prePrint and shrink back down on postPrint. Clicking the button to the right has the same effect.  
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Script in prePrint event of the textfield: 
this.minH = "1.25in"; 
 
Script in postPrint event of the textfield: 
this.h = "1.25in"; 
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